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Abstract

The ability to accurately identify and quantify genetic signatures associated with soft selective

sweeps based on patterns of nucleotide variation has remained controversial. We here provide

counter viewpoints to recent publications in PLOS Genetics that have argued not only for the

statistical identifiability of soft selective sweeps, but also for their pervasive evolutionary role in

both Drosophila and HIV populations. We present evidence that these claims owe to a lack of

consideration of competing evolutionary models, unjustified interpretations of empirical outliers,

as well as to new definitions of the processes themselves. Our results highlight the dangers of

fitting evolutionary models based on hypothesized and episodic processes without properly

first considering common processes and, more generally, of the tendency in certain research

areas to view pervasive positive selection as a foregone conclusion.

“We would not object so strenuously to the adaptationist programme if its invocation, in any
particular case, could lead in principle to its rejection for want of evidence. We might still view
it as restrictive and object to its status as an argument of first choice. But if it could be dis-
missed after failing some explicit test, then alternatives would get their chance. Unfortunately,
a common procedure among evolutionists does not allow such definable rejection for two rea-
sons. First, the rejection of one adaptive story usually leads to its replacement by another,
rather than to a suspicion that a different kind of explanation might be required. Secondly,
the criteria for acceptance of a story are so loose that many pass without proper confirmation.
Often, evolutionists use consistency with natural selection as the sole criterion and consider
their work done when they concoct a plausible story.”

- Gould and Lewontin, 1979 [1]

Introduction

We write to provide counter viewpoints to those expressed by Garud, Messer, & Petrov 2021

[2] and Feder, Pennings, & Petrov 2021 [3], both of which were written in response to the

work of Harris, Sackman, & Jensen 2018 [4].
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There are 3 key points underlying this debate. The most specific of the 3 is in fact the most

discussed, namely, the likely patterns of variation around a directly selected site upon the con-

clusion of an episodic bout of positive selection. The effect on linked sites related to this benefi-

cial replacement is known as a selective sweep [5], and the details of expected patterns of

genetic hitchhiking have been well reviewed in the literature [6–7]. In brief, a hard sweep refers

to the subset of scenarios in which the beneficial variant exists on a single haplotype at the tar-

get of selection upon the conclusion of the sweep and is generally associated with a model in

which the selective phase was entered while the beneficial allele was rare in the population. A

soft sweep generally refers to a subset of scenarios in which multiple haplotypes carry the bene-

ficial variant upon the conclusion of the sweep and is often associated with models in which

the beneficial allele was either introduced into the population rapidly via independent muta-

tional events (arising on distinct haplotypes, such that they may be distinguished from one

another) or in which the variant was segregating as a common mutation on multiple distinct

haplotypes at the onset of selection.

Importantly, both of these soft sweep–associated models may result in a hard sweep,

depending on multiple underlying parameters [8–9]. As such, the hard versus soft sweep

debate can neither be accurately characterized as addressing the likelihood of selection on new

versus standing variation, but rather on rare versus common variation, nor as the likelihood of

multiple cosegregating beneficial alleles, but rather as the likelihood of one of those alleles ulti-

mately sweeping to fixation. Further, it has been well understood for decades that in recombin-

ing organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster, multiple haplotypes are expected in regions

flanking beneficial fixations under a hard sweep model [5]. Thus, the single- versus multiple-

haplotype sweep definition pertains to a highly localized genomic region—namely, the portion

of the beneficial haplotype that does not experience a mutation or recombination event during

the sweep. This pattern is additionally limited to a narrow temporal window post-sweep, as

subsequent mutation, recombination, and genetic drift will quickly erode these hitchhiking

patterns [10]. Given this high degree of specificity, Harris, Sackman, & Jensen 2018 [4] evalu-

ated recent claims of widespread soft sweeps and found that this outcome could not be well

discerned from those arising from competing models of hard sweeps or neutral population his-

tories in the Drosophila and HIV populations here under discussion.

Addressing newly arising definitions of soft selective sweeps

The second point underlying this debate concerns the model definitions themselves, as

highlighted by the work of Feder, Pennings, & Petrov 2021 [3], who, in defending their earlier

claims of soft sweeps in HIV [11], proposed definitions that are new to the field. Specifically,

they define a ‘selective sweep’ as a single, or multiple, beneficial allele(s) at a site summing to

50% frequency in the population after 30 generations (as shown here in Fig 1A) and a ‘soft

sweep’ as the subset of outcomes in which 2 of the alleles are present at 5% frequency or greater

at that time (as shown in Fig 1B). These scenarios would commonly be instead referred to as a

‘partial selective sweep’ and as ‘co-segregating beneficial alleles,’ respectively. Importantly, for

orientation, the conventional haplotype–based descriptions outlined above are not applicable in

their model, as they consider only a single site. As such, they inherently invoke the multiple

independent mutational event version of soft sweeps and utilize the presence of alternative

nucleotides at the single site in question as a means of distinguishing soft sweeps (as determined

by multiple common nucleotides) from hard sweeps (as determined by a single common nucle-

otide). Further, this work does not address the initial critiques of their Feder et al. [11] analysis

(e.g., their assumptions that more effective and less effective treatments are characterized by the

same infection history and selection coefficients) and represents a new line of argumentation.
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These new definitions are quite different from the standard view of soft selective sweeps, as

illustrated in their text: “If 1 or more additional beneficial mutations enter the population before
the first one fixes, the result is a soft sweep.” That is, the assertion is that their definitions based

on segregating allele frequencies at the single site in question are equivalent to the common

Fig 1. Frequencies of beneficial alleles C and T in the 30th and 60th generation post-onset of selection. The y-axis

gives the selection coefficient of the beneficial mutation C, and the x-axis the selection coefficient of the beneficial

mutation T. Thus, along the diagonals s(C) = s(T), whereas off the diagonals, there is a selective differential between

the beneficial mutations. As shown in panel (a), a beneficial mutation is likely to reach 50% frequency (their definition

of a selective sweep) within 30 generations when selection coefficients are very strong. Panel (b) shows the proportions

of replicates in which both beneficial nucleotides are at greater than 5% frequency given that the panel (a) condition

has been met (their definition of a soft sweep). As shown, this is most likely when the selective effects are equal and falls

off sharply with any selective differential. Finally, panel (c) follows the population to the 60th generation,

demonstrating that an appreciable fraction of the scenarios meeting the ‘soft sweep’ definition of Feder, Pennings, &

Petrov [3] in panel (b), in fact result in only a single nucleotide being brought to high frequency.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010022.g001
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definitions related to the conclusion of the sweep. However, this is not the case. Namely, while

their criteria of a strongly selected beneficial mutation reaching 50% frequency is indeed highly

predictive of a selective sweep [12], their criteria of 2 or more alleles being at 5% frequency or

greater at that time is poorly predictive of a soft sweep. As shown in Fig 1C, when followed

through time, a subset of replicates with identical selective effects that were identified by

Feder, Pennings, & Petrov [3] as soft selective sweeps result in the fixation of a single nucleo-

tide (as shown on the diagonal). It is also worth mentioning that the extreme selective effects

that they considered (e.g., s = 1 or 5.2, corresponding to Ns values up to 5.2 × 106) are in need

of experimental validation.

More importantly, their single-site model neglects the fact that beneficial mutations occur

on a genetic background, which is virtually guaranteed in HIV to contain other fitness-impact-

ing variants given the high mutation rate. While there is some input of beneficial alleles, there

is always a much higher input of deleterious variants in any functional region. Linkage with

these variants will reduce the probability of beneficial fixation [13–17], and these background

selection effects [18] have been examined in some depth [19–20]. Importantly, this genetic

background may also serve to create selective differentials, even for beneficial mutations of

identical effect arising at a single site. Specifically, if the deleterious loads on the genetic back-

grounds differ, the probability of a soft selective sweep may be reduced, owing to the resulting

fitness differential between haplotypes ([9]; and see [20]). The divergence in their model defi-

nitions relative to those commonly used by the field becomes similarly acute when one relaxes

their assumption of all beneficial mutations being of equal effect size; namely their soft sweep

definition may frequently be met (off the diagonal in Fig 1B), without resulting in a soft sweep

at the time of fixation (off the diagonal in Fig 1C). Specifically, owing to the high mutation

rates and strong selective pressures, multiple mutations may segregate at appreciable fre-

quency; however, owing to competition between beneficials, the fittest nucleotide will likely

experience a hard selective sweep, outcompeting the alternative nucleotides in relatively short

order ([21–23]; and see [24–26]). This corresponding reduction in the probability of beneficial

fixation has also been examined [27–29].

We also evaluated the simulation results of Feder, Pennings, & Petrov [3] analytically based

on the classical selective sweep model of Maynard Smith & Haigh [5], who analyzed a 2-locus,

2-allele model of an infinitely large population. Such a deterministic model is appropriate

when selection is very strong, as Feder, Pennings, & Petrov assume, and the frequency trajec-

tory of the beneficial allele avoids the boundaries at 0 and 1. Kaplan et al. [12] and Stephan

et al. [30] further considered a finite population size model and found that a strongly beneficial

allele (with selection coefficient s) goes to fixation with high probability in a nearly determin-

istic fashion after its frequency in the initial phase (near boundary 0) has reached a threshold

value of x0 ¼
5

a
, where α = Ns (2Ns) in a haploid (diploid) population of size N. This prediction

can be checked in Fig 3C of Feder, Pennings, & Petrov [3]. For example, for the upper curve

(with s = 0.52), we find that the probability of a sweep is greater than 90% if θ = 1, which corre-

sponds to N = 105. Similarly, for the lower curve (s = 5.2) we find P(sweep)>90% for θ = 0.1,

i.e., N = 104. Note that the values of Ns are identical for these 2 examples, and in both cases,

sweeps are predicted with high probability. However, as also shown in their Fig 3C, the proba-

bility of observing a soft sweep differs strongly between these 2 examples, owing partly to the

poor predictability of their definition.

Importantly, in their considered parameter range of high θ values, their simulations also

reveal that the perceived occurrence of ‘soft sweeps’ is no longer controlled by selection alone

but by recurrent mutation as well. To further study this pattern, we introduced mutation from

the wild type (WT) to the beneficial allele into the selective sweep model of Maynard Smith &
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Haigh [5]. The frequency change Δx (per generation) of the beneficial allele during the fixation

process under mutation and selection is then given as (see [31], Ch. 5)

Dx ¼ mð1 � xÞ þ sxð1 � xÞ ¼ ðmþ sxÞð1 � xÞ;

where x is the frequency of the beneficial allele, and μ is the mutation rate. Back mutation is

neglected as in the stochastic initial phase x is very small, and the duration of the deterministic

phase for x � x0 ¼
5

Ns is very short. For the high θ chosen in their Fig 3C, the mutational input

(leading to soft sweeps) at frequencies around x = x0 (where the deterministic increase of the

beneficial allele begins) is in the range of the selection pressure or even exceeding it. Indeed,

for θ = 10, mutation is more important than selection such that the change in x is primarily

owing to recurrent mutation: m > sx0 ¼
5

N (see equation above). In other words, in this param-

eter space, they are attributing mutation-driven frequency change to selection-driven fre-

quency change (i.e., confounding mutational pressure with selection).

Hence, the dispute in question here neither concerns the fact that resistance evolution

occurs in HIV populations, nor that multiple beneficial mutations may arise de novo in these

patient populations given the high population mutation rates characterizing this virus. As pre-

viously pointed out by Jensen [9], if soft selective sweeps were to be observed in nature, such

RNA viruses would be the likely candidates. However, as shown, a significant proportion of

outcomes under the restrictive scenario considered by Feder, Pennings, & Petrov 2021 [3]

actually result in only a single nucleotide being brought toward fixation. Furthermore, by

relaxing their assumption of identical selective effects in a step toward biological reality, multi-

nucleotide sweeps become increasingly unlikely, as would be expected. Finally, for much of the

extreme parameter space chosen by the authors—in which θ is very large—mutation is more

important than selection (i.e., the mutation rate is sufficiently high to itself contribute to

observed allele frequency changes), suggesting caution when relying solely on selective sweep-

based explanations.

Fitting a baseline model, evaluating competing models, and interpreting

empirical outliers

The third and much more general point fundamentally underlying this debate is well empha-

sized in the response of Garud, Messer, & Petrov 2021 [2], who defended their earlier claims of

abundant soft sweeps in D. melanogaster [32] and relates to the interpretation of multiple com-

peting models and empirical distributions. From their Abstract, “Recently, Harris et al. 2018
criticized this work, suggesting that all the candidate loci detected by our haplotype statistics,
including the positive controls, are unlikely to be sweeps at all and that instead these haplotype
patterns can be more easily explained by complex neutral demographic models. They also claim
that these neutral non-sweeps are likely to be hard instead of soft sweeps.”

Of course, ‘hard neutral non-sweeps’ is a concept devoid of meaning, and their summary of

this point instead reflects the demonstration of Harris, Sackman, & Jensen 2018 [4] that mod-

els of recurrent soft sweeps, recurrent hard sweeps, as well as a neutral non-equilibrium demo-

graphic histories, were all found to be consistent with the observed data. Garud, Messer, &

Petrov suggest that this is tantamount to arguing that all of the models are true. However, this

result rather demonstrates that the data are not sufficient to distinguish among these possibili-

ties; thus, it is not possible to draw the strong conclusion that one of the competing models,

such as recurrent soft sweeps, is the most likely. Nonetheless, Garud, Messer, & Petrov argue

that the recurrent soft sweep model is correct [2], as their empirically observed outliers fall

near the mean of the expected distribution of their proposed haplotype-based statistics under

models of soft sweeps, whereas they fall in the tails of the distribution of both hard sweep and
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neutral demographic models (as shown in Fig 1 of [4]). While the generality of the soft sweep

model in fact makes virtually any observation reasonably likely for the chosen haplotype statis-

tics of Garud et al. 2015 [32], their analysis was based on a scan of the Drosophila Genetic Refer-

ence Panel (DGRP) data, and their candidate loci were identified as being outliers in the

empirical genomic distribution. Thus, it is unclear why the authors feel that their observed

empirical outliers would be inconsistent with alternative models that predict such outlier values.

More importantly, however, this speaks to the general notion of fitting an appropriate null

model. By their own admission, the authors neither fit nor identify a null model that actually

predicts the general features of the data. For example, they note that the recently published

Arguello et al. model [33] does not predict general levels or patterns of empirical diversity.

However, this is not particularly surprising, given that the Arguello et al. model was fit to an

Ithaca, New York population (using putatively neutral sites), while Garud, Messer, & Petrov

are instead considering the DGRP data (including coding regions, in which selective sweeps

are hypothesized to be occurring). Rather than fitting an appropriate null for their studied

population, they instead simulate a variety of models and conclude that they have not identi-

fied a model that is predictive of their 5 basic summary statistics considered. With this result,

they suggest that because accurate demographic model fitting is difficult, one may simply

focus on “extreme outliers of the scan, as these candidates are the least likely to be sensitive to the
choice of demographic model.” While the justification for this statement is unclear, this is not

advisable. First, any distribution has tails. Under a neutral model, if one takes 5% or 1% of out-

liers of a given statistic as meaningful, one will incorrectly identify 5% or 1% of the loci as hav-

ing experienced a sweep. On the other side of the coin, under non-equilibrium models with

selection, it is not a given that positively selected loci would be expected to occupy the tails of a

given statistical distribution [34]. Thus, this ‘empirical outlier’ approach—advocated in their

Box 1 and throughout as an alternative to careful model fitting—may be characterized by

extreme false-positive rates and/or low power, to an extent that may in fact itself only be deter-

mined via careful model fitting. Moreover, as the DGRP population is highly bottlenecked,

this type of approach is particularly problematic [35].

As a simple example for the purposes of clarification, imagine sequencing a hypothetical

population and finding that the mean genome-wide value of Tajima’s D is −0.2 and that the

most extreme observed negative value at any locus is −1.0. This alone is simply a descriptive

result of the data and in the absence of population genetic modeling does not tell us about act-

ing evolutionary processes shaping this observed distribution. That is, there is no reason to

conclude based on this information alone that the most negative locus is the result of a selective

sweep, simply because selective sweeps may generate negative values of Tajima’s D; that may

indeed be a hypothesis of interest, but one would first need to model the details of the popula-

tion history (i.e., as population size change may also generate negative values), functional con-

straint (i.e., as purifying and background selection may also generate negative values), and so

on, in order to determine if this observed tail is expected under such a basic model, and if not,

to next determine whether violations of that null model (including positive selection) would

be likely to produce this observation within the context of the fit model. In the absence of that

exercise, there is no justification for assigning any evolutionary process as a driver of this ‘out-

lier.’ To belabor the parallel with the discussed Garud, Messer, & Petrov study, if rather than

fitting a null model one instead arbitrarily assigned a model as the null that had a mean Taji-

ma’s D of 0.5 (rather than the empirically observed mean of −0.2), and based on that compari-

son determined that the empirical outlier is indeed the result of positive selection because it

appears to be extreme under the assigned ‘null,’ that too would be inappropriate as there

would be no basis for studying the tail of the distribution when the entirety of the distribution

was itself unlike the observed data.
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Thus, in order to better quantify some of the consequences associated with their lack of an

appropriate null model, we evaluated 2 of their assumptions for the sake of example. First, the

authors assume a constant recombination rate across the genome, despite substantial evidence

of rate heterogeneity [36–37]. Second, they neglect the effects of purifying selection, which

have been argued to be extensive in D. melanogaster [38–39]. As recombination rate heteroge-

neity, purifying selection, and background selection would be expected to impact the scale and

variance of haplotype distributions, and as Garud, Messer, & Petrov argue that a strictly neu-

tral demographic model does not explain the empirical distribution of their statistic under

their given assumptions, these processes require investigation as they would represent essential

components of an appropriate null model. As shown in Fig 2, the inclusion of realistic purify-

ing selection acting on functional regions, as well as a Drosophila-like recombination rate map,

strongly shape the expected H12 distributions relative to the strictly neutral and constant rate

demographic models of Arguello et al. [33] and Duchen et al. [40] used by Garud, Messer, &

Petrov. Notably, the inclusion of these more realistic considerations also left shifts the means

of these null distributions to be very similar to that observed empirically in the DGRP data and

thereby strongly suggests the need for fitting a correct null model. Hence, attributing devia-

tions to positive selection, while neglecting these known processes that are strongly shaping

the empirical distribution, is inherently problematic. If, upon fitting such a null model, there

remain tails of empirical distributions that are not explainable by the underlying variance

related to these common evolutionary processes, one may then begin evaluating hypothesized

episodic processes (e.g., selective sweeps, among any other likely null model violations) within

the context of this fit model in order to firstly determine if these additional processes are statis-

tically identifiable and, if so, whether they represent viable model additions for better explain-

ing the full empirical distribution.

With a properly fit null model, the ultimate question of interest becomes how to interpret

the fit of multiple opposing models. The belief that the correlation between recombination

rates and levels of variation was generated by recurrent sweeps [41] was tempered by the find-

ing that linkage to deleterious rather than beneficial mutations may also produce this relation-

ship [18]; the belief that Fay and Wu’s H-statistic demonstrated genome-wide sweeps [42] was

tempered by the finding that neutral demographic models may result in similar statistical dis-

tributions [10]. Importantly, the observation that genetic drift or background selection are via-

ble alternatives is not equivalent to claiming that recurrent sweep models are irrelevant or

incorrect; similarly, the finding that neutral null models or hard sweeps may account for pat-

terns attributed to soft sweeps is not itself evidence against soft sweeps. It is, however, an

important call for caution against overinterpreting data and against promoting specific models

without considering realistic alternatives. The observation that opposing models may be fit to

a given data observation is a statement of identifiability—that is, additional data and/or analy-

sis is needed to better distinguish the possibilities.

Conclusions

In evolutionary genomic analyses, there exist compelling reasons to begin with a null baseline

model consisting of evolutionary processes that are certain to be in constant operation, as

opposed to models centered upon hypothesized and episodic processes such as selective

sweeps [43–45]. In both of the examples discussed here, such a model will include the genetic

drift inherent to all finite populations as modulated by population history, the purifying and

background selection effects resulting from the constant input of deleterious alleles in func-

tional genomic regions, as well as realistic mutation and recombination rate parameters. For

the D. melanogaster data reanalyzed by Garud, Messer, & Petrov 2021 [2], their lack of an
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Fig 2. The distributions of the H12 statistic (from 100-kb regions, calculated in 401 SNP sliding windows following [2]) in the

simulated Raleigh and Ithaca populations under the slightly modified best-fit demographic models inferred by (a) Duchen et al.
2013 [40] and (b) Arguello et al. 2019 [33]. For each demographic model, 2 scenarios are shown: strict neutrality with a constant

recombination rate of 0.5 cM/Mb, as assumed by Garud, Messer, & Petrov [2] (100 replicates) and purifying selection in functional

regions using the DFE of deleterious mutations inferred by Johri et al. 2020 [38], with variable recombination rates sampled from

the D. melanogaster genome (100 replicates). The x-axes are truncated at 0.05 to show a clearer visualization of the means of the

distributions. DFE, distribution of fitness effects.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1010022.g002
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appropriate null model, combined with their reliance on empirical outliers as an alternative,

continues to cast considerable doubt on their claims of pervasive soft sweeps. For the HIV data

reanalyzed by Feder, Pennings, & Petrov 2021 [3], the lack of consideration of linked and vari-

able selective effects and mutation-driven allele frequency change, along with the use of

uncommon definitions, has similarly led to a biased emphasis on soft sweep outcomes.

Methods

Simulations of sweeps in HIV-like populations

All simulations were performed in SLiM 3.3.1 [46]. For every parameter combination, 100 rep-

licates were simulated. A diploid population was simulated with a constant size of 105 and a

constant mutation rate (μ) of 10−5 per site per replication. A single site was simulated with a

finite-site nucleotide model (with an equal probability of mutation to each nucleotide). For the

site in question, the allele “A” was the WT state, “G” was WT equivalent, while “C” and “T”

both represented beneficial mutations with selective effects s(C) and s(T), respectively. All

mutations were semidominant with the following genotype fitness: wAA = wGG = wAG = 1; wTT

= 1+s(T); wCC = 1+s(C); wAT = wGT = 1+0.5s(T); wAC = wGC = 1+0.5s(C); wTC = 1+max (s(C), s
(T)). The forward simulations began with the site fixed for the WT allele “A” and were evalu-

ated at 30 and 60 generations, likely corresponding to the first few months of treatment given

an estimated generation time of 1 to 2 days [47–48]. Scripts used to perform these simulations

can be found at https://github.com/paruljohri/PlosGenViewpoint/tree/main/HIV.

Simulations of D. melanogaster populations

All simulations were performed for a 100-kb genomic element. For constant recombination

rates, 0.5cM/Mb was used to match simulations performed by Garud, Messer, & Petrov 2021

[2]. To model variable recombination rates, rates were calculated for 10-kb regions across the

chromosomes 2 and 3, with rates of recombination as specified by Comeron et al. 2012 [36].

Random samples of 100-kb regions (i.e., 10 contiguous 10-kb regions) were sampled with

replacement from the D. melanogaster genome. Following Garud, Messer, & Petrov, regions

with rates smaller than 0.5cM/Mb were excluded (i.e., 100kb elements were resampled until

regions were obtained with rates greater than 0.5cM/Mb). The same recombination rates were

used when simulating the 2 demographic models.

When simulating purifying selection, 33 genes were simulated within the 100-kb region,

such that each gene was comprised of 5 exons (of 300 bp) and 4 introns (of 100 bp). Intergenic

regions were comprised of 1,068 bp, such that exons represent 49.5% of the genome. Exonic

sites experienced purifying selection specified by the distribution of fitness effects (DFE) of

new deleterious mutations estimated by Johri et al. 2020 [38]. Specifically, 23% of all new

mutations were strictly neutral, 51% were mildly deleterious with −10�2Nancs<−1, 4% were

moderately deleterious with −100�2Nancs<−10, and 22% were strongly deleterious such that

2Nancs<−100. For these intervals, selection against homozygotes (s) was sampled uniformly,

and all mutations were assumed to be semidominant. Nanc here refers to the ancestral popula-

tion size, which was the ancestral size of the Zimbabwe population in both demographic

models.

Simulations of the North American populations of D. melanogaster were simulated under 2

different demographic models: (1) a slightly modified version of the best-fit model inferred by

Duchen et al. 2013 [40] (Model C), where the Raleigh population was assumed to be of con-

stant size (equal to the current size of the population) post-admixture, and the mutation rate

was 1.0×10−9 per site/generation, and 2) a slightly modified version of the best-fit model

inferred by Arguello et al. 2019 [33] (INZ Model), where the Ithacan population was assumed
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to be of constant population size (equal to the current size of the population) post-admixture,

and the mutation rate was 1.39×10−9 per site/generation. The mode of the posterior distribu-

tions of parameter values provided in both studies was used for simulations. Simulations were

performed in SLiM 3.1 [46] where all parameters were rescaled by 100 and 300 for the Arguello

et al. and Duchen et al. models, respectively, and 100 replicates were simulated for each. The

population sizes, timing, and duration of events were scaled down, while mutation, recombi-

nation, and migration rates were scaled up by the same factor. Mean [SD] values of the H12

statistic under strict neutrality and with a recombination rate of 0.5 cM/Mb obtained using the

rescaled models in SLiM: 0.0261 [0.0082] and 0.0216 [0.0121]; matched the values obtained

from simulations performed with no rescaling in msprime 0.7.3 [49]: 0.0270 [0.0057] and

0.0233 [0.0151], for the demographic models of Arguello et al. and Duchen et al., respectively.

The slightly modified versions of the demographic models were simulated because the number

of generations required for growth in the Ithacan and Raleigh populations were extremely

small under the rescaled models.

Samples of 145 genomes were recorded from each of the North American populations—

Raleigh and Ithaca. H12 stats were calculated using the script provided by Garud, Messer, &

Petrov [2]. All scripts used to perform simulations and to calculate statistics can be found at

https://github.com/paruljohri/PlosGenViewpoint/tree/main/Drosophila.
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